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Abstract 
Niederhausen, H., Initial value problems in the logarithmic algebra, Discrete Mathematics 94 
(1991) 23-37. 
Polynomial solutions to systems of first order delta operator equations are well known, and 
even some initial value problems can be explicitly solved by appropriate manipulation of 
Sheffer sequences. The same method can be applied to the logarithmic algebra when Sheffer 
sequences are analogously defined, and the initial value of a polynomial is replaced by an 
evaluation functional on formal power series. As examples we consider systems of first order 
differential and difference equations. 
1. Introduction 
A delta operator f(D) is a formal power series in the derivative operator D, 
f(D) =fi D +f2D2 -I- - l - , 
with nonzero linear term f,, and coefficients in some field K of characteristic 0. 
Given some graded algebra for f(D) to act on, how can we construct a solution 
{s,(x) 1 n E Z} to the system of operator equations 
f(D)s,@) = [nls,,_,(x) for all n E Z, 
(1 1 n = n for n # 0, and LO] = l), which also satisfies some given ‘initial values’? 
In the algebra K[x] of polynomials, any solutions to the above system are called 
Sheffer sequences. Even in K[x] there is essentially only the ‘affine’ initial value 
problem 
s&n + 6) = &,,, (1) 
which can be explicitly solved (here s,,(x) has degree n, and s,,(x) = 0 for negative 
n). The following three steps show how one can arrive at that solution in K[x]. 
(a) If a = b = 0 in (l), one obtains the basic sequence {p,(x) 1 n E N} via the 
Transfer Formula [4] or other techniques. 
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(b) If b = 0, the Sheffer sequence 
solves the problem. 
(c) The shift operator Em6 : = embD commutes with f(D), which shows that 
I X -an-b x-b p&-b)(nEN 1 
solves the system under the affine boundary Condrtion (I). 
Finally, we construct a solution which has the initial values 
s,,(an + b) = &, for n = 0, . . . , L, 
(2) 
s,(cn+d)=O forn>L. 
To find such a Sheffer sequence, we need the upgraded Binomial Theorem which 
says about all Sheffer sequences associated with {p,(x)} that 
Hence, we define 
x 
s,(x) := - an 
-b 
x_b p,(x-b) forn=O,...,L, 
and for n > L we get 
sn(x) = i (“k)s&k + d)= ; z 1 ,dp._& - ck - d) 
k=O 
ck-ak+d-b = -ck+d_b pk(ck+d-b)x-Cn-d 
X 
_ ck _ d&-&(X - ck - d)m 
Note that the sum stops at L, because sk(ck + d) = 0 for k > L. This process 
could be repeated to solve a three piece boundary problem, but the answer would 
now require a double sum. For some applications of this method see [2]. 
How much of the above can be carried into a larger graded algebra? In this 
paper, we look at the logarithmic algebra 9 as defined by Loeb and Rota [l]. 3 is 
the algebracic direct sum of subspaces 5’(‘), t E N = (0, I, . . . }, which are spanned 
by the harmonic logarithms 
AZ)(x) :=xn [nl ! (xD)_,(logx)‘. 
The generalized factorial In]! is defined as [nl In - 11 = in] ! for all integers n. 
For more details see [ 11. We follow the notation and terminology of [l] very 
closely. Notice that .58’) = K[x], so all solutions in 3 must contain the above 
results as special cases. 
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Every graded sequence (pz) 1 n E Z, t E N} in .9 can be uniquely expanded in 
terms of the harmonic logarithm, 
A logarithmic Sheffer sequence (~2) 1 n E Z, t E N} (associated with the delta 
operator f(D)) is a graded sequence such that 
f(D)$+) = ]n]s$(x) for all n E h, t E N. 
But what do we mean with the initial value problem for logarithmic Sheffer 
sequences? 
We define the value s$‘)k=’ of the series s$)(x) at a E K and at the level m to be 
the augmentation [ 1, 5.51 of the evaluation operator &, [ 1, Definition 6.1.41 
applied to s:)(x), 
s!?l?i=‘:= (&,md?(X))r = c $!k( &m@(x)), 
ken 
where the right-hand-side quals 0 if m > n. The functional ]m7’ is the continuous 
linear extension of $)]kZa = a”dms,, where a,,, = 1 if m 6 n, and 0 else. Two 
levels are especially interesting: m = 0 and m = --oo. In general, the latter malces 
sense only if convergence is defined on K, so we will tacitly assume K = R or 
K = C when we speak of the limit values s!?rZ of S!?(X) at a. For example, 
@jx;a = a” for all integers n and positive integers t. 
In the logarithmic algebra, the initial condition 
$I;=” = 60,, 
again characterizes the basic graded sequence { p$) 1 n E Z, f E N}. The analog of 
is the Sheffer sequence 
s:)(x) :=pt)(x) - a In1 (D/f(D))“+‘Ac! 
It has the initial values 
and 
if that 
which 
zero. 
s~)]~=un = &, for all n 2 0, 
st$]“_=m”n = lim (an)-“pt!_, for all n < 0, 
m-m 
limit exists (p$i, is the coefficient of A!!‘,, in p:)(x)). In both examples 
we consider, f(o) = D and f(D) = eD - 1, this limit turns out to be 
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Following the above outline for K[x], the next step is to upgrade the ‘binomial 
theorem’ as stated in Lemma 2. That upgrade is achieved in Proposition 3. But 
unfortunately, the analogy with the polynomials stops here. We cannot solve the 
two-line boundary problem (2), at least not with this approach. Ironically, the 
reason is the newly won invertibility of delta operators in $‘I, which is so useful 
in many other aspects. But Proposition 3 may be interesting in itself. For Euler’s 
q%function, we derive an expansion of V(.X + a + 1) - W(X + 1) from there, which 
generalizes the classical expansion [1, (491. 
Venturing into the logarithmic algebra is bound to yield some analytic 
by-products. We picked up the following expansion. 
1% 
x+1 1 1 1 
( 
1 1 1 
) ( 
1 - - 
x-1=x+2 x+1+x-1 
--- 
+i5 (X + 1)2 (X- 1)2 1 
1 1 -- --- 
( 
1 
120 (X + 1)4 (X - 1)4 + l l l ) 
for x2 > 1. (Using only the terms listed above gives an absolute relative error of 
less than 0.00001 for x > 3, and of less that 3 l 10B9 for x > 10.) 
2. Evaluation and shift 
if q(x) is a polynomial, we know that first shifting by u and then evaluating at 6 
gives the same as evaluating at u + b. How much of this property is preserved in 
the logarithmic algebra? 
Proposition 1. For positive integers t 
E”~~‘]~=C = jl~)]~=“+c = (u + c)” if n > 0, 
E”A~‘l”_=,’ = 3LI;‘q;;=u+c = (u + c)” if n < 0 and lu/cl c 1, 
EUA:)lX,‘C = (u + c)” + -$ 7 (-l)*“-luxc”-*l(n : I) 
k n+l 
ifnaOandm<O, 
where the sum converges if m * --co and lu /c I< 1. 
Some 
Proof. 
special cases for t > 0 and lu/cl c 1: 
E”Ag’l”_=,’ = log( u + c) - log c + 1, 
E”A’,“]“_=,’ = (u + c)(log(u + c) - log c) + c, 
E”A~‘]“_=, = (u + c)‘( log(u + c) - log c) + c(u + c) - u*/2. 
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where the sum is zero if n - m < 0. The result for m = 0 G n follows immediately, 
because 1~1 = ($) in this case. If m -C 0 6 n and k > n, apply the formula for ]i] 
in [l, p. 221. If n < 0 and k 2 0, then ]z] = (z) again, and the sum converges if 
]u/c] < 1. 0 
CoroUq 1. If q(x) is spanned by the graded sequence {A.$) 1 n E Z} such that 
d-4 = c 4nG%)9 
?lSN 
then 
E”q];=” = q];=u+== i (u + c)“q, 
n=O 
(for negative N the sum equals 0), and for N CO, lu/cl < 1, 
lYqjL;= = qlx_=U+c = 2 (u + c)nqn 
?Z=SN 
if this sum converges. 
3. Sheffer sequences in the logarithmic algebra 
Lemma 1. The basic graded sequence {p!,? 1 n E Z, t E iW} for the delta operator 
f(D) is the Sheffer sequence for f(D) with initial values 
p$?]$‘” = so*, forallnCZ,m~n,tEIW. 
Proof. If 
6 O,n =p:qx,=o= 2 p$#-Jk = (pi’(x)),, 
k=O 
holds, then Conditions 1 and 2 of [l, Definition 6.3.11 are satisfied. Condition 3 
holds, because {p$“) is a Sheffer sequence. 0 
The Transfer Formula [l, Theorem 7.2.81 maps A:)(x) into the basic sequence, 
Pi%) =f w(f~)n+l A$+) for all n e H, t E N. 
Let q(D) be any formal power series in D, so D and v( f (D)) will commute. The 
above formula shows that r:)(x) : = q(f (D))pz)(x) is a Sheffer sequence ior f(n). 
Note that {r:‘)(x) 1 n E lW> is a Sheffer sequence in the sense of the Umbra’ 
Calculus if cp has order 0, and I want to make that assumption in the fc!loGng. 
Therefore, 
q(D) = 2 ri”)(0)Dk/k!, 
k ~0 
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and for all n E Z, t E IW 
r?(x) = gl(f(D))p$‘(x) 
= c rp’(o)f~fyD)(f+y+la:J(x) 
k*O . 
= z. ri’)(O) ;f’(D)(7t~)n-k+1Dka::)(x) 
. 
= z. I+‘)(O) ;f’(D)(fs)n-k+’ ,L;, , a!?k(x) . . 
Lemma 2. rf (~3:) 1 n E Z, t E IN} is the basic graded sequence for the delta operator 
f(D), and {r$) 1 n E Z, t E N} a Shefler sequence for f (D), then 
rz)(x + a) = C k o 
2 
forallnEZ, tEN. 
Proof. 
r$P(x + a) = Ear:)(x) 
$!tk(0)p~‘(x + a) as shown above, 
r$?k(o) 2 [ “1 (‘I ilk j pk-j(@)pj”(x) by [I, Theorem 6.5.31, 
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In the same way we show the second expansion. 
Denote the compositional inverse of f by g, so that f@(D)) = D. Let 
q(D) = g’(D). Thus, q(f(D)) = g’(f(D)) = l/f’(D), and the corresponding 
Sheffer sequence can be written as 
n+l 
for all n E Z, t E N. (3) 
Lemma 3. If {r:)(x)} is defined as above, with corresponding basic graded 
sequence {p!?(x)), and if o is the standard Roman shift, then 
or(‘)(x) = p:;,(x) n 
for all integers n + -1andforallt~fU 
Proof. Denote the Roman shift associated with f(D) by cq. Following [l, 
Theorem 7.2.61, or = a(f ‘(D))? Zence, 
or:)(x) = a(f ‘(D))-‘f ‘(D)(f%)k+l&?(x) 
= ofp”‘(x) = p$; l(X) n 
forn#-1. 0 
We define the standard Namor shift z by continuous linear extension of 
rA$)(x) : = A$?.,(x) for all n E H, t E N. 
Note that r is invertible, whereas o is not. But at least, t&)(x) = A$?(x) for all 
integers n # - 1. Of course, r&\(x) = 0. 
Lemma 4. Let (r:)(x)} be the Sheffer sequence as defined in (3), associated with 
the delta operator f(D) and the basic graded sequence {p:‘(x)}. Dsflne the 
coefficients fn,k and & by 
g’(D) = c &D&/k!, f(D)” = c f.&Dk for all n E Z:, 
ka0 kz=n 
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where g is the compositional inverse of f. Then for all t E RJ, 
r!!\(x) = z!‘l(x), 
and for n # - 1, r!)(x) can be written in the following ways. 
r:)(x) = zp!&(x) + In1 ! f_n_I,oD(lOgx)’ (f_n_l.o = 0 for n < -1) 
-_1,-&f)(X) 
For t = 0, the ‘correction term’ In]! f- n _ l,OD(log x)~ vanishes, and z becomes 
division by x in this well-known case. 
Proof. The case n = -1 is obvious from (3). Applying the standard Namor shift 
to 0$(x) gives for all n # - 1 
C r$itailf)(x) = 2 r$)&!)(x) - r$L J?),(x) 
ksn k=sn ’ 
= r!)(x) - rc)_lD(logx)‘. 
It follows from [1, Proposition 7.2.71 that for positive t 
r:)(x) = In]! f (D)-n-lA!F\(x), 
and therefore r(‘)_l = n. In1 If-n-l,@ All together, 
zpt!,(x) = zo$)(x) = r:)(x) - ini ! f-n-I,oD(logx)’ 
for positive t. To prove the expansion in terms of At), we use the Transfer 
Formula [l, Theorem 7.2.81 
r:)(x) = f (D)-“-‘D”%$)(x) = 2 f-n_-l,kDk+n%~)(x) 
kz=-n-l 
= 2 f-n-l,k 1 %1!11, A!!k_1(X). 
ks-n-l 
- - . 
To prove the expansion in terms of p$$ notice that & = ri’)(O) and apply Lemma 
2. Cl 
4. Linear boundaries 
The basic sequence ‘vanishes’ at 0. We want to show how to construct the 
SheEer sequence for f(D) which ‘vanishes’ along a line through the origin, at 
least at certain levels m. 
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Theorem 1. If { p!,? 1n E Z, t E kJ> is the basic graded sequence for the delta 
operator f(D), then the Shefler sequence {s!:)(x)} for f(D) with initial values 
$‘E=“n = a(,,, for all t E IV, equals 
s:)(x) =pz)(x) - a ]n]rZ;‘l-I(x) for all n E H, t E N, 
where r:)(x) is defined in (3). More precisely, for a # 0 and for all t E NJ 
if m =O, 
ifmCn<O, orif O<m~n, 
(n - l)! f_n,O if m <O<n, 
ifncm. 
Proof. To show that {s:)(x)} is indeed a Sheffer sequence, we apply the delta 
operator 
f (D)s$)(x) = (f (D)p!?(x)) - a ]n]f (D)&(x) 
= ]n]pgLl(x) -a In] ]n - l]r$$(x) = ]n]sl:Qx) 
for all n E Z, t E fU 
Now we have to calculate the initial 
s~)]xm=“”  (pt) - anr2),)]ilzan 
values. First. let t be positive, and n f 0. 
For n = 0, 
= ( i (dkd?k) -an( i 
k=m k=m+l 
(an)k-ld?k) - b - 11 !f-Iz.00,~5-I 
= (an)“p$Tm - ln - 11 !f-n.oon5-1. 
S~)]~zun = p~)]~~O - a 101 ~~\~zO = ~,__o. 
The case t = 0 is easy to check. Cl 
Corollary 2. 
s!,?(x) = pE’(x - b) - a ]n] r!,? ,(x - b) 
is the Sheffer sequence with initial values s~)]i)lzNnfh = (ijO,n for all nonnegntk4 
integers n and t. 
roof. Apply Corollary 1. U 
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5. Examples 
We want to look at two standard examples in detail, namely, f(D) = D and 
f(D) = e” - I= A (the forward difference operator). In the first case g’ = 1, thus, 
r:)(x) =&)(x) = AZ)(x). Our initial value problem 
D&?(X) = [nl&?_i(x) for all n E Z, t E N, 
i 
6 0.n if m = 0, 
sC)~$=~~ = (an)” if m = n # 0, 
..O if n #m # 0, 
is solved by 
Especially, S:‘)(X) = (X - un)x'+ * for all positive integers n. For all nonnegative 
integers t and nonzero real numbers a we get s!$l”-=ap” = So.,. 
In the second case, p:)(x) equals x, , (‘I the logarithmic lower factorial. For all 
integers n, 
f(D)-” = (e” - l)-” = c B’,“)Dk-*/k!, 
k=O 
where By) is the kth Bernoulli number of order n. Hence, f_n,o = Br)/n!, and if 
one so desires, these numbers can be calculated from the identity 
B(“) = (-l)“nt - 
n l g yh, i)Bi, 
where B1, B2, . . . are the ordinary Bernoulli numbers, and s(n, i) stands for the 
(signed) Stirling number of the first kind. For n 3 0, the basic graded sequence 
{(.x)$?} is expanded in [l, p. 991, 
but this expansion holds for all integers n if one allows for Bernoulli numbers of 
negative order. To achieve an expansion in terms of At)(x) use that A$‘)&) is of 
logarithmic binomial type, and therefore 
This together with the identity 
. 
LB$!!,=~(n~‘)B~+l) for all integersjsn#$, 
n = 
‘1~3~ l SICBM aaJq1 
u! {(x)$1 axmnbas 3a;lJays aqi aielna~ea 01 sn smolle p euuua? 9~ 3 f ‘0 # u ~03 
l paleln3lea 
iQ!sea aq ue3 amanbas atseq paper% s!yl uo gtys loweN aql JO uoflae ayi ‘amaH 
uo!suedxa ay:, sn sari@@ 
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for all t E IV, is solved by 
s:)(x) = (x)!&? - a [nl r’,!_,(x) = (x):) - a[nl(x - 1):1_, for n #O, 
and 
St’(x) = (x)8’ - al>\(x). 
For t = 0 we obtain the ‘ballot polynomials’ 
X -an x 
sLO)(x)/n ! = 7 n 9 
0 
arriving at the Catalan numbers by choosing x = II+ m and a = 1. 
Using that lim,,, S(m, n)Jn” = l/n ! for positive integers n we easily find the 
asymptotic initial value s~“l”_=x”” to be 0 for negative n and Ial > 1. 
Two deita operatorsf(D) and h(D) are in the same Abel class iff there exists a 
constant a E K such that h(D) = P&D). Knowing the graded basic sequence of 
one member in the class is enough to easily calculate all the others. 
proposition 2. If {p!?(x)} is the graded basic sequence for the delta operator 
f(D), and (r!?(x)} is the Sheffer sequence defined in (3), then 
qt’(x):=p$)(x + an) -a [nlr$i,(x -t an) 
k the graded basic sequence for the delta operator E-“f (D). 
Proof. First, we check the recursion: 
E -“f (D)q$‘(x) = EQ(” _ -“f(D)pt)(x) - a [nl E”(“-“f(D)rz!_,(x) 
= Ea(n--1) In1 p$!_l(x) - a [nl Ea(“-l) [n - 11 rlf&(x) 
= In1 qzl 1(x). 
Calculating the initial values at 0 for n > 0 gives 
q$)]i;=O = E”“q~)]~‘O _ anEaRr(,I_ ,]i=” 
(the correction 
qg)];;=o = 1. q 
Just verifying 
= i (anypt; - an k* (an)‘r$L 1.i (by Corollary 1) 
i=O i=O 
= i (an)%:< - “2’ (an)i+lpz,)i+l - an! f_,,0E‘9.1f)l]~~0 
i=O i=O 
= (an)“p!!o = 8n,0 
term vanishes because -1~ m = 0). It is easy to check that 
the recursion also proves the following lemma. 
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Lemma 5. If (s:)(x)} is a Shefler sequence associated with the delta operator f (D) 
then {st)(x + an)) is a Shefler sequence associated with the delta opeator 
E-“f (D). 
Now we have gathered all the ingredients to show the ‘uy!~~s&,~, umomial 
theorem’ for Sheffer sequences in 9. 
~pos&~ 3, ff ‘ ‘*:e -10;i ,-)I is a Sheffer sequence asssociated with the graded basic 
~“~~<r_~~g - _ {pi)(x)}, and if {r$)(x)} is the Shefler sequence defined in (3), then 
S:)(X) = c 
kz=O 
[$‘)(ck + d)(p$Lk(x - ck - d) - c In - kl r!,?k_l(x - ck - d)) 
= (!‘i”‘(# - C lkl ri”?,(ck))s;)k(x - ck) 
foralln&Z, t&J, c,dEK. 
Proof. By Lemma 5 and Proposition 2, {s$?(x + cn + d)} is a Sheffer sequence 
associated with p$)(x + cn) - c [nl rlf!_,(x + cn). Apply Lemma 2 with a = 0 to 
obtain the two expansions 
s$)(x + en + d) 
s~“‘(ck+dlln!!) (r+r(n-_))-rIn-kl~~l_i, --/u-n-I%\-- . ‘\” w L” .(r+r(n--11) - I\” . - \- - // ) 
and 
sz)(x + cn + d) = kzo Ii] (pi’)(ck) - c [kl rp!,(ck))&(x + c(n - k) + d). 
3 
Shift both sides by -cn - d to finish the proof. Cl 
But even with the help of this proposition, we cannot solve the two-line 
boundary Problem (2) in 9. In the introduction, we described the method of 
using the solution for the first boundary and extending it to the two-line boundary 
solution. That recipe cannot work in 9 because delta operators are invertible in 
$‘I . Prescribing a single s(‘)(x) for some positive t defines the whole Sheffer m 
sequence {s$)(x)}. 
Examples. The Abel operator E”D is in the Abel class of D. Thus, its graded 
basic sequence equals 
@(x+-an) -alnlA~L,(x -I-an) 
[1, Proposition 8.1.31. A prominent member of the Abel class of A is the back- 
wards difference operator 1 - esD = E-IA. Its graded basic sequence are the 
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logarithmic upper factorials {(x)!?}. Proposition 2 shows the connection between 
upper and lower factorials, 
(x):‘=(x+n)$)- 1+-J +n)l:‘,. 
For n = 0 and t = 1 one gets the asymptotic expansion 
log 
x+1 1 
,=;+;,+(&&) 
using [ 1, (46) and Proposition 8.1.61, which should read 
& (xxi’) = log (x - 1) - ,z, 7 (x - 1)-‘I]. 
The first half of Proposition 3 applied to A shows that for II 2 0 
s!&) = sf!“(x + cn + d) 
11 n! 11 n ! 
((x - CII - d):,” - cA!!‘,(x - CH - d)) 
+’ 
sjj”(ck + d) 
k 20. k fn k’ ( 
(x - ck - d)!;‘, (x- 1 -ck-d&-, 
. Ln-k]! -’ [n-k-11! * 
As an example, consider the case d = 0, II = 0, t = 1, h=iti S:‘(X) = (x •f a)y! 
Remember that Euler’s qj-function can be written as (x)c\‘) = I/J(X + 1) [ 1, p. 991. 
Hence, 
lp(x+a+ l)=#‘(x) 
(4) 
The case c = 0 gives the classical identity 13. 932 (11)] as derived from the 
‘ordinary binomial theorem’ in [ 1, (48)]. The case c = 1 and a = 0 (or a = - 1 and 
c = 0) gives the well-known hypergeometric series #J 1, 1; x + 2; l] 
1 
c 
k! 
x=,,,,(x+l)(X+2)**‘(x+k+l) 
(this expansion occurs in [!, (49)], after correction). In general, the case n = 0 
allows us to expand the (c/x)-term in (4), and to write analogously to [3, 932 
(WI 
qJ(x+l)-V(x+a+l)=x c (-l)k+’ 
k-21 
X 
(a+kc)(a+kc-l)+a+kc-k+l)-kc(kc-l)***(kc-k+ 1) 
- -- 
k(x - kc)(x - kc + 1). l l (x - kc + k) l 
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